
Preview of the Art Exhibition

Hi, my name is Leda Theo
and if you are on my VIP list

you have received this look-book with
a preview of the Exhibition "AROMA"

From here you have the privilege to book 
a painting prior to the exhibition!

Your choice will be marked as sold at the event
and you will receive your new artwork 

by the end of the Exhibition!

Book a Painting Below 

10-12/5/18 at the Gym Onasagorou 87-89 old town Nicosia, Cyprus

“AROMA”
By Leda Theo

info: www.ledatheo.com
@ledatheo



 

“In my work I project the need to escape in memories, to awaken sensations

from a time more pure, true and innocent. Floral oil paintings, placed in abstract settings

indicating the changing of the seasons, inspired by my homelands nature.

Through the spring series I aim to awaken nostalgic feelings

smells and imagery that take us back to our roots.

That same feeling that I, also experience when seeing

that first almond bloom or smelling that first aroma in a warm spring breeze.”

“AROMA”
Art Exhibition



1:  "FLORA" - The Aroma Portraits 1/5  50x83cm     œ 250



2:  "ANTHEA" - The Aroma Portraits 1/5  50x83cm     œ 250



3:  "CHLORIS" - The Aroma Portraits 1/5  50x83cm     œ 250



4:  "ANTHOUSE" - The Aroma Portraits 1/5  50x83cm     œ 250



5:  "Nostalgia" 55x110cm     œ 780



6:  "Almond Blossom on a rainy day" 60x40cm     œ 400



7:  "Wild Cyclamen"  60x40cm     œ 400



8:  "Aroma"  100x130cm     

     œ 1490



9:  "Blooming in clouds"  60x40cm     œ 400



10:  "Almond Blossom"  60x40cm     œ 400



11:  "White Almond"  60x80cm     

     œ 660



12:  "Almond Blossom in bright morning light"  60x40cm     œ 400



13:  "Fields of blossoms"  60x40cm     œ 400



14:  "The quiet before the storm"  60x40cm     œ 400



15:  "Rebirth after the rain"  60x40cm     œ 400



16:  "Gone with the wind"  60x40cm     œ 400



17:  "Cyclamen Cyprium"  60x40cm     œ 400



18:  "Rose Aroma"  (a+b)  30x40cm     œ 180 each



19:  "Mystic Cyclamen"  60x40cm     œ 400



20:  "Blooming Sunset"  
         120x112cm     

       œ 1200



Book a Painting 
by replying to this email!

Please include your contact and painting info so I can reach out to you.


